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EXPLORER GUIDE FOR TEACHERS 

	
Bernhard Zuenkeler | Illusion (detail) | Silk and acrylic paint on wood-panel |  24“ x 24“ | 2013 

 
Experience 45: STARDUST | February 13 to May 16, 2020  
ESMoA | 208 Main St. El Segundo, CA 90245 
 
Dear Teachers,  
 
Welcome to Experience 45: STARDUST at ESMoA! STARDUST is a 
backstage pass to the world of creative systems and a showcase of 
collaborative projects produced by ESMoA Curator Dr. Bernhard Zuenkeler 
and artist collective, freeters. 
 
STARDUST features over 40 artworks and objects. Some of the works on 
view are interactive, such as a three-sided foosball table by artist Ben 
Beyer (freeters) and a deliberate transformation of the traditional game of 
chess entitled Free Chazz by Bernhard Zuenkeler. Also on view will be 
artworks by: Peter Dreher, Jean-Honoré Fragonard, Martin Kippenberger, 
Piet Mondrian, Egon Schiele, Michael Sistig, and Amely Spoetzl. 
 
The ESMoA Experience Award recipient for STARDUST is Rachel Robin 
Reid. Reid is a versatile artist whose practice includes work in ceramics, 
printmaking, fiber arts and textiles. Since 2015 Reid has been 
predominantly working in ceramics, devoting much of her practice to 
making miniature ceramic vessels thrown “off the hump.” This method 
of working also lends itself to the title of Reid’s work on view in 
STARDUST. 
 
We hope you’ll find this Guide flexible and adaptable to your needs, 
whether you’re using it to prepare for a visit to the Experience with your 
students or as a stand-alone instructional unit. 	  
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE 
This guide includes: 
 

� information on how to visit with your class;	

� an overview of the Experience;	

� links to videos, teacher resources, and further reading about 

the artists;	

� connections to standards; 	

� strategies for conducting inclusive discussions;	

� selected works of art with information, questions, and prompts.	

 
FEEDBACK 
 
We’d love to hear from you about how you use these materials.  
Please email your feedback to schools@artlab21.org.  
 

 

HOW TO VISIT THE EXPERIENCE WITH YOUR 
STUDENTS  
 
� Book your tour as early as possible by using the current 

SignUpGenius link or contacting Schools at 

schools@artlab21.org. Please note demand is high and 

availability may be limited. At least two weeks notice is required 

for field trips. 	

� Tours can be scheduled Tuesday to Thursday from 9:30am to 

10:30am and from 11:00am to 12:00pm. 	

� Group size is limited to 32-people, including chaperones. One 

chaperone per 10 students is required. Aides are not 

considered chaperones. 	

� Tours and admission to ESMoA are FREE!	
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� We encourage teachers to preview the Experience prior to their 

class visit.	

 
STANDARDS 
The discussion and activities in this lesson support both California 
Visual Arts Standards, Common Core State Standards and other 
California state standards 
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STARDUST OVERVIEW          
ESMoA’s fresh Experience 45: STARDUST will explore the different 
pathways of thinking. Art is a state of mind. Artworks are able to 
prime and inspire your brain activity. They can wake you up, where 
intuition has put you to sleep. Through STARDUST visitors will 
experience the underlying laws of creative thinking and discover a 
backstage pass to the world of artistic stimulation. STARDUST also 
features a showcase of collaborative projects produced by ESMoA 
Curator Bernhard Zuenkeler and artist collective, freeters. 
 
Founded in 2018 by 12 European artists led by Amely Spoetzl, 
Michael Sistig, and Bernhard Zuenkeler, freeters works as a creative 
collective that addresses the effect, shape and quality of work 
environments and spaces. The collective relies on contributions by 
artists and designers to realize and build environments that inspire 
ingenuity, wonder, and joy. Among their most recent projects, freeters 
revitalized the headquarters of Germany’s Telecommunication Giant 
Deutsche Telekom (T-Mobile) and the new Start-Up Campus for 
Technology Global Player BOSCH. The Group has won recognition 
and awards for their work, including a German Design Award. The 
collective understands itself not as an exclusive group but as a 
unified artist network collaborating with artists from all over the world. 
 
STARDUST features over 40 artworks and objects. Some of the 
works on view are interactive, such as a three-sided foosball table by 
artist Ben Beyer (freeters) and a deliberate transformation of the 
traditional game of chess entitled Free Chazz by Bernhard Zuenkeler. 
Also on view will be artworks by: Peter Dreher, Jean-Honoré 
Fragonard,Martin Kippenberger, Piet Mondrian, Egon Schiele, 
Michael Sistig, and Amely Spoetzl. 
 
The ESMoA Experience Award recipient for STARDUST is Rachel 
Robin Reid. Reid is a versatile artist whose practice includes work in 
ceramics, printmaking, fiber arts and textiles. Since 2015 Reid has 
been predominantly working in ceramics, devoting much of her 
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practice to making miniature ceramic vessels thrown “off the hump.” 
This method of working also lends itself to the title of Reid’s work on 
view in STARDUST. 
 
STARDUST has been organized by ESMoA Curator Dr. Bernhard 
Zuenkeler. The STARDUST curriculum was designed by Holly M. 
Crawford, Director of Education.  
 
LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
ESMoA recognizes and acknowledges that we are in the homeland 
territory of the Tongva; and that the space at which ESMoA resides 
was first called Pwinkuipar; and the many indigenous people who live 
and work in the region today.  
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LESSON OVERVIEW 
Each lesson has been divided into five themes:  

� Play x Games x Art	
� Art in Everyday Spaces & Places	
� Artists Shake Things Up	
� More is More	
� Magic in Art	

 
Each lesson includes an artwork, an overview about the artist(s) 
followed by questions that promote observation and discussion about 
a specific artwork. Suggested gallery and classroom activities offer 
students the opportunity to explore STARDUST through written and 
art-making assignments.  
 

 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 
 
Students will: 

� Take time to look at artwork.	

� Describe what they see.	

� Connect the visual arts with every day subjects and topics. 	

� Create original artworks focusing on themes inspired by 

STARDUST.	

� Gain greater understanding about the connections between 

play, games, and art; decorative arts; the processes artists 

use to make art; and the intersections of design, art, and 

fashion.	

� Gain greater understanding of how play and gaming can 

inspire creativity and contribute to an artist process and 

practice.	
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GETTING STARTED 

Facilitating sensitive discussions about cultural difference and 
LGBTQI+: 
Especially when addressing issues of race and identity, 
human migration, and gender identity and sexuality, it’s 
important to help students practice conversing in a respectful 
and compassionate manner. Often students reflect larger 
cultural attitudes and phrasing in their comments, unaware 
that some may find them hurtful.  
 

1. Teaching Tolerance offers resources for educators on how 
to conduct safe and brave discussions in the classroom about 
race and gender bias. https://www.tolerance.org/  
 

2. Teachers can also download a free .PDF, “Fostering Civil 
Discourse: A Guide for Classroom Discussions” from Facing 
History and Ourselves. Sign up is required. 
https://www.facinghistory.org/books-borrowing/fostering-civil-
discourse-guide-classroom-conversations.  
 

 

Guidelines for successful discussion in general: 
The questions included in this guide are open-ended and 
designed to encourage multiple, divergent responses from 
students. We recommend the following questions to start the 
discussion,  
● What is going on in this artwork? 
● What did you see that made you say that? 
● What more can you find? 

In order to create an environment where students feel free to 
share their ideas, try to receive each comment neutrally and 
paraphrase each student comment to confirm your 
understanding as well as offer validation to students.  
The questions are based on Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) 
curriculum. We recommend watching the following VTS 
demonstration:  
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https://emprobstvts.weebly.com/vts-the-three-simple-
questions.html 
 
Guidelines for a successful gallery visit: 
Review the ‘art lab laws’ in the guide’s Appendices.  
 

 

 
PRE-VISIT ACTIVITY 
To prepare students for their PLANT tour, you may wish to 
complete the following activities:  
 
Building a word web for STARDUST 
Ask students,  

� What ideas come to mind when you think about the 
word, ‘STARDUST’?	

We recommend having this discussion in front of your 
classroom’s black/white board. Begin by writing STARDUST 
in the middle of a circle or star on the board and writing 
student observations, ideas, and definitions around it. 
At the conclusion of your discussion, acknowledge student 
contributions.  
 
What more can I share?  
Inform students that STARDUST features artworks from 
historical and contemporary artists exploring ideas and 
sources of creativity. Students will also see artworks by an 
artist living and working in Los Angeles; and look at and talk 
about three to four artworks during their field trip.  
 
Close-looking activity 
Practice close looking at an artwork with your students before 
your visit. This is a great exercise to prepare students for their 
gallery visit and to practice describing what they see. We 
recommend using the questions outlined above in ‘Guidelines 
for successful discussion.’ Looking at and discussing both 
artworks should take approximately 10 minutes for each. 
Information about these artworks and photos are included in 
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the Appendices.  
 

1. Bernhard Zuenkeler, Too good to be true, Oil on canvas, 
2010. 

 
 

2. Freeters & Silke Mattern, Superman and Spiderman, 
Collage and mixed media, 2019. 

 
 
Sketchbook activity and drawing prompt 
Make a sketchbook with five (5) sheets of 8x11 paper in three 
easy steps.  

1. Layer the pages on top of one another and fold 
them like a ‘hamburger’.  

2. Staple the top and bottom of the book or use one 
staple for the middle of the book.  

3. Have students write their name on the cover of 
their book.  

 

 
POST-VISIT ACTIVITY 
To extend your students’ learning after visiting STARDUST, 
we recommend the following classroom activities: 
 

� Have students write about their visit to a friend or 
relative on a postcard! Students can design their own 
postcard cover using pencils, crayons or collage 
materials; and write a message about their experience 
on the back. 	

� Working in groups of three or more, ask students to 
draw a symbol or picture using pencils. After a minute or 
two, instruct students to pass their artwork to a member 
of the group and to add to the drawing. Repeat this step 
until each group member has added to each drawing. 
Use erasers to erase parts of the drawing.  Have each 
student select a drawing they like -- it does not have to 
be the one they started with -- and frame it. Ask 
students to share what they enjoyed about the exercise 
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and what inspired their image selection. This project can 
be modified to include colored pencils, crayons, 
markers, etc. 	

 
We recommend allotting 45-minutes for each post-visit 
activity.  
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1 | Play x Games x Art 

	
Freeters & Ben Beyer | L.A. KICKER | Wood, Metal and Plastic | 120cm x 140cm x 140cm | 2020 
	
	
L.A. KICKER 
Who’s up for a game of foosball or table football? Many fans from 
communities all over the world enjoy playing this game where the 
goal is to get or kick a ball into the opposite goal, much like soccer. 
Most tables are shaped like a rectangle, resembling a soccer field; 
and have four handles on each side of the table for players to 
manipulate the figures to kick the ball.  

Artist Ben Beyer’s L.A. Kicker is a unique foosball table, which 
includes a third table with extra figures morphing the table into a 
triangle instead of the traditional rectangle. Beyer’s playful approach 
demonstrates how easy it is to transform a familiar game into 
something new and complex inviting a new layer of tactics or 
strategies for players to utilize and explore during game play.  
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LOOKING: 
Ask students to take a quiet-minute to look at the artwork 
before starting the discussion or gallery activity. 
 

	
ACTIVITY: 
Instruct students to draw or sketch a section of the artwork. 
Have students share their drawings with a partner before 
their group discussion. 
 

	
DISCUSSION: 
Some questions and prompts to spark student discussion 
include: 

� What’s going on in this artwork? Let’s count the 
number of figures we see! What pattern do you see 
in the way the figures are arranged on the rods? 	

 
� What do games and art have in common? Do you 

have a game at home you like to play? Have you 
invented a game before or modified a game you 
love to make it more interesting or fun? 	

 
� Why is having time to play important? When do you 

find time to play? 	
 

	
VOCABULARY IN THIS LESSON 

� Morph	
� Transform	
� Complex	
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2 | Art in Everyday Spaces & Places 

 
 

 
 

Freeters | Chair is not Chair | mixed media | various dimensions | 2020 
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A CHAIR IS NOT CHAIR 
For this unique chair series, freeters - an artist collective (group) from 
Europe - upcycled and reinterpreted the traditional function of a chair 
you would find in an office or similar work environment. The chairs have 
been used in actual office spaces as decoration and as sources of 
creativity for office workers.  
 
	

	

LOOKING: 
Ask students to take a quiet-minute to look at this artwork 
before starting the discussion or gallery activity. 
 

	
ACTIVITY: 
After taking a quiet minute to look at the artwork, ask students 
to turn to their peer or partner and share what they noticed 
about the artwork. We recommend giving each student 30 
seconds to share with a peer.   
 

	
DISCUSSION: 
Some questions and prompts to spark student discussion 
include: 
 
� What is going on in this artwork? What types of 

patterns can we find? What kinds of textures do you 
see? 	

 
� If you could have or use a chair like this in your 

classroom, which chair would you choose and why? 	
 

� Let’s take a moment and imagine that we are a brilliant 
team of furniture designers. What kind of chair or 
seating would we design for the spaces we work in 
(like the classroom)? What colors, textures, and 
shapes could we use? Should we also include texts, 
such as letters or numbers? Let’s draw our ideas in 
our sketchbooks and share them with one another. 	
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VOCABULARY IN THIS LESSON 

� Artist Collective	
� Upcycled	
� Decoration	
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3 | Artists Shake Things Up 

	
Piet Mondrian | Trees and cows along a stream | oil on canvas laid down on cardboard |  

14.8" x 9.7" | 1902 - 1905 
 

 
TREES AND COWS ALONG A STREAM 
Artists are great researchers who consistently and continuously work 
through their ideas in creative and innovative ways. Piet Mondrian was 
a painter and important leader in the development of modern abstract 
art, a style that does not show things that are recognizable such as 
people, objects, or landscapes. Mondrian began his long artistic career 
as a figurative painter -- he especially liked painting trees -- but 
changed his style over time until his artistic vocabulary was reduced to 
simple geometric elements. The influence of his paintings can be seen 
in other forms of artistic expression from fashion to furniture! 
 

 

LOOKING: 
Ask students to take a quiet-minute to look at this artwork 
before starting the discussion or gallery activity. 
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ACTIVITY: 
After talking about Trees and cows along a stream with 
students, compare and contrast the artwork with a later artwork 
by Mondrian, Broadway Boogie-Woogie (1942).  
 
RESOURCES:  
 
Janssen, Hans, et al. Mondrian: 1892-1914 ; the Path to 
Abstraction. Musée DOrsay, Paris, March 25 - July 14, 2002, 
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth, August 18 - December 8, 
2002. Waanders, 2002. 
 
Piet Mondrian - A Journey Through Modern Art. YouTube. 5 
July 2007. Web. 7 Feb. 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fmiKOOvLUo&t=5s 
 
Mondrian. YouTube. 6 April 2012. Web. 18 Feb. 2020 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSCmWnIoRpI&safe=active 
 

 
DISCUSSION: 
Some questions and prompts to spark student discussion 
include: 
 

� What’s going on in this artwork? 	
 

� Mondrian was very inspired by the world around 
him. He liked painting trees and loved to dance and 
listen to music. What inspires you to make art? Do 
you have a favorite subject or person you like to 
draw or paint? 	

 

 
VOCABULARY IN THIS LESSON 

� Abstract	
� Reduced	
� Expression	
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4 | More is More  

	

	
Freeters Michael Sistig | Sneeeekers | Mixed Media | 5" x 8" x 24" | 2019 

 

SNEEEKERS 
Who doesn’t love sneakers? Though primarily designed for sports or 
other forms of physical exercise, sneakers are now also widely used for 
everyday wear. Artist Michael Sistig created this unique pair of sneakers 
for fun. By taking an everyday item and maximising them - making an 
object as large as possible - Sistig has created an object that is sure to 
make our imaginations run wild.  
 
	

	

LOOKING: 
Ask students to take a quiet-minute to look at this artwork before 
starting the discussion or gallery activity. 
 

	
ACTIVITY: 
Instruct students to design their own pair of maximalist 
sneakers. The maximalist motto is “more is more.”  
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DISCUSSION: 
Some questions and prompts to spark student discussion 
include: 
 

� What’s going on in this artwork? Have you seen 
anything like it before?	
 

� Who do you think Michael made these sneakers for? 
Where would you wear a pair of sneakers like this? 	
 

� Leave time for students to share their individual 
sneaker designs using maximalist principles as a 
group or individually.	

 

 
VOCABULARY IN THIS LESSON 
 

� Maximalism	
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5 | Magic in Art 

	
Rachel Reid | Throw Off the Hump (102) | Ceramic | 2020 

 
 

Throw Off the Hump (102) 
In an attempt to learn how a variety of glazes fit on different clay bodies, 
artist Rachel Reid began to throw or shape miniature vases to create 
unique pieces for testing on rather than ceramic tiles. Reid describes her 
approach or work with ceramics as a “constant learning process” and that 
“it’s often the unexpected that becomes the most spectacular work.” As 
each individual piece (there are 102) in this installation was hand thrown 
by Reid, you may see slight variations in the shape and form of the 
vessels. Reid says she “prefers those slight variations” and that they 
remind visitors “that there is a human connection to the piece.”  
 
 

 

LOOKING: 
Ask students to take a quiet minute to look at this artwork before 
starting the discussion or gallery activity. For older students, 
instruct them to write a detailed description of the artwork and to 
include their personal reflections about it.  
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ACTIVITY: 
Ask students to share their reflections with one another before 
having a larger group conversation.  
 

 
DISCUSSION: 
Some questions and prompts to spark student discussion include: 
 

� What’s going on in this artwork? 	
 

� We have seen a lot of examples of how artists work 
today. What connections can we make between these 
different ways of working? 	
 

� What is your relationship to art making? Do you like to 
make art? What is challenging about making something 
new? 	

 

 
VOCABULARY IN THIS LESSON 

� Throw	
� Ceramic	
� Installation	
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EXPLORER GUIDE APPENDICES 
 

 

 
� Art Lab Laws	

 
  

� Common Core Standards & California State Standards 	
 

  
� Pre-visit activity – Close looking activity Images:	

 
Bernhard Zuenkeler, Too good to be true, Oil on canvas, 
2010. 

 
 

Freeters & Silke Mattern, Superman and Spiderman, 
Collage and mixed media, 2019. 

 
  

� How to create a sketchbook	
 

  
� STARDUST Glossary 	
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ARTLAB LAWS 
 
Planning a visit to ESMoA with K-12 visitors? Here are some 
tips for your upcoming visit: 

 
� Do not run in the galleries. ESMoA has concrete floors and we 

don’t want anyone to be injured.	
 

� To help protect the artwork for future generations, we kindly 
request that you do not touch artworks.	
 

� To ensure that you and the artworks are safe, please do not touch 
or lean against the gallery walls.	
 

� You are welcome to take photographs inside the gallery without 
flash. We leave it to the discretion of the teacher to allow students 
to take photographs during their visit.	
 

� Only use pencils when drawing or sketching in the gallery. 	
 

� Raise your hand during gallery discussion to signal to your teacher 
that you have something you would like to contribute. 	
 

� Listen closely and carefully to what your friend or classmate has to 
say. They may share something new about an artwork you had 
not thought of before! 	
 

� Remember that it’s OK to disagree with a friend or classmate; but 
it’s not OK to shout over them.	
 

� Do not talk against your artwork of the artwork of your friend or 
classmate. Be open to the learning process and try your best 
always. 	
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COMMON CORE STANDARDS  

ANCHOR STANDARDS FOR LANGUAGE:  
Conventions of Standard English 
● Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

and usage when writing or speaking. 	
Knowledge of Language 
● Apply knowledge of language to understand how language 

functions in different contexts, to make effective choices for 
meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or 
listening. 	

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
● Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and 

domain specific words and phrases sufficient for reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening at the college and career-readiness level; 
demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge 
when encountering an unknown term important to comprehension 
or expression. 	

 

ANCHOR STANDARDS FOR SPEAKING AND LISTENING: 
Comprehension and Collaboration 

1. Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations 
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas 
and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.  

2. Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.  

3. Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of 
evidence and rhetoric.  
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CALIFORNIA STATE STANDARDS 
CALIFORNIA VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS: 
1.0 Artist Perception - Processing, Analyzing, and Responding to 
Sensory Information Through the Language and Skills Unique to the 
Visual Arts 
Students perceive and respond to works of art, objects in nature, events, 
and the environment. They also use the vocabulary of the visual arts to 
express their observations. 
● Develop perceptual skills and visual arts vocabulary 
● Analyze art elements and principles of design 

 
3.0 Historical and Cultural Context - Understanding the Historical 
Contributions and Cultural Dimensions of the Visual Arts 
● Diversity of the visual arts 

4.0 AESTHETIC VALUING - RESPONDING TO ANALYZING, AND 
MAKING JUDGMENTS ABOUT WORKS IN THE VISUAL ARTS 
Students analyze, assess, and derive meanings from works of art. 
● Derive meaning 
● Make informed judgements 

 
5.0 CONNECTIONS, RELATIONSHIPS, APPLICATIONS - 
CONNECTING AND APPLYING WHAT IS LEARNING IN THE VISUAL 
ARTS TO OTHER ART FORMS AND SUBJECT AREAS AND TO 
CAREERS 
Students apply what they learn in the visual arts across subject areas. 

● Visual literacy  
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PRE-VISIT ACTIVITY  
LET’S TAKE A LOOK 

IMAGES FOR YOUR CLASSROOM 
 

 
	

Bernhard Zuenkeler | Too good to be true | Oil on canvas | 1m x 1m | 2010 
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Freeters & Silke Mattern | Superman | Collage, mixed media | Various dimensions | 2019 
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PRE-VISIT ACTIVITY  
HOW TO CREATE A SKETCHBOOK 
 
Pre-Visit Activity: Make a Simple Sketchbook! 

 
Lesson Overview: Students will create and personalize a sketchbook, 
which they will bring to ESMoA and will use to record their thoughts in 
pictures and words. Prior to their visit to ESMoA, have students 
decorate and personalize the covers of their sketchbooks.  
 
Materials: 5 pieces of white paper (8.5”x11” or larger) for each student, 
crayons, colored pencils, or markers. 
 
Lesson Steps: 
 
Create Sketchbook 

� Hold paper horizontally.	
� Fold in half, into a book format or hamburger. 	
� About ¾ inches in from the folded edge, place one staple at the 

bottom, one in the middle, and one at the top.	
 
Personalize Sketchbook 

� Using crayons, markers, colored pencils, pictures, stickers, or 
glitter have students personalize their sketchbook covers.	

 
Collect the sketchbooks and bring them on the day of your ESMoA 
visit. Thank you for taking the time to do this important activity 
with your students! 
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STARDUST GLOSSARY  
Abstract: Abstract art is art that does not attempt to represent an 
accurate depiction of a visual reality but instead uses shapes, colors, 
forms and gestural marks to achieve its effect. 
 
Artist collective: An artist collective is a group of artists working 
together, usually under their own management, towards shared aims 
or goals. 
 
Ceramic: Ceramic art is art made from ceramic materials, including 
clay. It may take forms including tableware, tiles, figurines and other 
sculpture. 
 
Complex: An intricate or complicated association or assemblage of 
related things, parts, or units. 
 
Decoration: Ornamentation or the art and process of decorating or 
adorning something. 
 
Expression: Something that manifests, embodies, or symbolizes 
something else. 
 
Installation: An artistic genre of three-dimensional works that are 
often site-specific and designed to transform the perception of a 
space. 
 
Maximalism: In the arts, maximalism, a reaction against minimalism, 
is an aesthetic of excess. The philosophy can be summarized as 
"more is more", contrasting with the minimalist motto "less is more". 
 
Reduce: Make smaller or less in amount, degree, or size. 
 
Transform: A dramatic change in the form, appearance, or function 
of. 
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Upcycle: Also known as creative reuse, is the process of 
transforming by-products, waste materials, useless, or unwanted 
products into new materials or products of better quality and 
environmental value. 
 


